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16. Gaining Momentum

Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene Archaeological Obsidian 

Source Studies in Interior and Northeastern Beringia

joshua d. reuther, natalia s. slobodina, jeff rasic, 

john p. cook, and robert j. speakman

F
or decades archaeologists have recognized the re-

markable value of obsidian for understanding 

human mobility, migration, exchange networks, 

and diff erential access to sources (e.g., Carlson 1994; 

Close 1999; Eerkens et  al. 2007, 2008; Glascock 2002; 

Renfrew 1969; Shackley 2005). The community of ar-

chaeologists who perform and support obsidian prove-

nance studies continues to grow worldwide. Within a re-

gion, obsidian research can be conceived of as progressing 

through a series of stages. The initial stage typically in-

volves the identifi cation, documentation, and character-

ization of geological sources and the identifi cation of ob-

sidian by sources within archaeological assemblages. The 

second stage of research tests ideas about human behavior 

or cultural processes.

Obsidian research in eastern Beringia has had a 

long history and is at the cusp of the second stage of re-

search. We now know of six geological sources of obsid-

ian that were utilized by prehistoric populations in east-

ern Beringia, but the chemical signatures for numerous 

other groups of obsidian with unknown source locations 

are currently represented by only a few (or a few dozen) 

archaeological samples each. Despite these limitations, 

recent research has generated a large database of samples 

among which patterns can be identifi ed.

In this chapter, we describe the current state of knowl-

edge about obsidian in late Pleistocene and early Holocene 

archaeological contexts in eastern Beringia, using data de-

rived from the Alaska Archaeological Obsidian Database 

(AAOD). Our geographic focus is restricted to the north-

ern and interior regions of Alaska and the Yukon. On 

the basis of this information, we frame a set of proposals 

about the transport and use of obsidian for the production 

of fl aked- stone tools. There is little agreement among re-

searchers about the causes of variation among lithic as-

semblages in eastern Beringia during this interval. Some 

describe discrete and considerable variation (Bever 2001; 

Hoff ecker and Elias 2007; Kunz et al. 2003), whereas others 

see substantial continuity among late Pleistocene assem-

blages (Holmes 2001; West 1996). There is not only a lack 

of consensus concerning the causes of interassemblage 

variation but also a lack of agreement on how variation is 

(or can be) measured. Certainly there is no simple answer 

or single cause. One set of variables that is recognized as 

having an important infl uence on lithic assemblage con-

tent, however, is that which relates to lithic raw materials.

A discussion of variability among lithic technologies 

must address such fundamental issues in the organization 

of technologies (sensu Nelson 1991) as landscape knowl-

edge (e.g., geological sources), access to and acquisition 

of raw materials, raw material package size and shape, and 

mechanisms available for transporting and distributing 

goods (e.g., trade and exchange, water transport, canine 

traction, pedestrian movement). The strategies people 

used to procure raw materials and the design, transport, 

and maintenance of stone tools are important factors that 

condition variation in lithic assemblages. In turn, these 

strategies are strongly infl uenced by the character and dis-

tribution of lithic raw materials (Andrefsky 1994a, 1994b; 

Bamforth 1990; Kuhn 1991, 1995). From this perspective, 

obsidian studies can provide unique insights into prehis-

toric technological and land use systems, since obsidian 

is available in relatively restricted geological areas, can 

be pinpointed with geochemical analyses to precise geo-

graphic locations, and is of relatively uniform fl intknap-

ping quality.
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and Clark (1977) analyzed 74 samples using atomic ab-

sorption spectrophotometry from archaeological and 

geological contexts from the Indian Mountain and Koyu-

kuk River regions. Their analysis resulted in the identifi -

cation of three distinct groups (1– 3), two of which were 

similar to the results of Griffi  n et al. (1969) and Patton and 

Miller (1970). Clark’s reference to the Indian Mountain 

source as Batza Téna—a Koyukon word meaning “ob-

sidian hill”—is now the generally accepted name for the 

location.

Cook (1995) published on the geochemical charac-

terization and distribution of about six hundred archae-

ological and geological obsidian samples from locations 

throughout Alaska, the Yukon, British Columbia, and 

northeast Siberia. His study distinguished more than 

thirty geochemically distinct obsidian groups, of which 

only fi ve could be related to specifi c geological sources. 

He identifi ed several potential trade networks focused 

on sources located in interior and northern Alaska (i.e., 

Batza Téna and Wiki Peak), the Aleutians, and northeast 

Siberia. Cook’s obsidian research continued throughout 

the 1990s in partnership with the Missouri University Re-

search Reactor (MURR), where an additional 450 archae-

ological and geological samples were analyzed by NAA. 

In addition, the MURR laboratory incorporated all of 

Cook’s earlier analyses into a larger database that is being 

developed further in the research described here.

Analytical Techniques and Sample Selection

The AAOD is being developed as a joint eff ort of the 

Smithsonian’s Museum Conservation Institute, the Na-

tional Park Service, and the University of Alaska Museum 

of the North. A main goal of the project is to create a 

clearinghouse that facilitates data sharing and encourages 

consistent methods and terminology. A database cur-

rently is being compiled from extant published and un-

published research (e.g., Cook 1995) and recent work by 

our team (Slobodina et al. 2008). Our ultimate goal is to 

provide a database that other researchers can freely access 

and contribute to, for cooperation among all is needed to 

build the baseline data to address signifi cant behavioral 

questions.

The AAOD incorporates analyses conducted over a 

period of at least twenty years from many research proj-

ects (Cook 1995; Glascock, Cook et al. 2004; Speakman 

et al. 2007) and a wide variety of analytical techniques—

including NAA, X-ray fl uorescence (XRF), and laser ab-

lation inductively coupled plasma mass spectroscopy 

(LA- ICP- MS). More than three thousand artifacts from 

over 360 sites from Alaska, Yukon, British Columbia, and 

northeast Asia have been analyzed, and the resulting data 

A Brief History of Obsidian- Sourcing Research in 

Eastern Beringia

This short history of obsidian- sourcing studies in eastern 

Beringia focuses on geochemical analyses conducted on 

samples from archaeological sites and geological sources 

located in interior and northern regions. Several equally 

important archaeological and geological studies of obsid-

ian sources for coastal Alaska and British Columbia, in-

cluding Carlson (1994), Erlandson et al. (1992), Moss and 

Erlandson (2001), and Nelson et al. (1975), have been pub-

lished since the 1970s, but these are outside the scope of 

our research.

Provenance studies of eastern Beringian archaeological 

obsidian using geochemical analytical techniques began 

in the late 1960s. Early on, Cook (1969) and Griffi  n et al. 

(1969) began using neutron activation analysis (NAA) to 

characterize obsidian artifacts recovered from Alaskan 

archaeological sites, such as Healy Lake and Onion Por-

tage. These two studies used ratios of sodium to man-

ganese to discriminate among potential sources. Griffi  n 

et al. (1969) defi ned four geochemical varieties (A– D) of 

obsidian based an analysis of 103 artifacts recovered from 

eleven diff erent locales/sites in northwestern Alaska, in-

cluding artifacts excavated from the Onion Portage site by 

Giddings (1962). However, they were unable to assign the 

Onion Portage artifacts to any of the geological sources 

known to them at that time.

Cook (1969: 75– 79) submitted several artifacts and geo-

logical source samples to the University of Michigan for 

NAA. The Village and Garden sites situated on the shores 

of Healy Lake were among those included in this research. 

Several of the samples from these two sites matched 

 Griffi  n et  al.’s geochemical varieties A and B. Based on 

these data, Cook (1969: 78) argued that the two chemical 

groups indicated the existence of two diff erent groups of 

people, potential trade relations between Onion Portage 

and Healy Lake populations, or both.

In 1970, Patton and Miller (1970) submitted to  Griffi  n 

nine geological source samples from a bedrock outcrop 

situated on Indian Mountain, located along the Indian 

River, a tributary of the Koyukuk River. A majority of the 

artifacts analyzed by Griffi  n et al. (1969) fell within the 

range of the chemical composition of the samples sub-

mitted by Patton and Miller (1970), indicating that the In-

dian River source materials were used by the occupants of 

Onion Portage.

In the 1970s, Clark (1972) and McFadyen Clark began 

an extensive geological and archaeological survey of the 

region surrounding the Indian Mountain obsidian source 

(see Clark and McFadyen Clark [1993] for the comprehen-

sive description of their research on this source). Wheeler 
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272 Reuther, Slobodina, Rasic, Cook, and Speakman

NAA data from geological and archaeological samples 

to calibrate XRF and ICP- MS instruments for increased 

analytic precision and comparability with extant sourc-

ing data. Source identifi cation and grouping methods, 

based on bivariate and 3-D plots as well as cluster and dis-

criminant classifi cation analyses, were applied to indicate 

within a 95 or greater probability that the major geo-

chemical groups refl ect distinct sources of obsidian and 

that samples are correctly assigned to their compositional 

groups (fi gures 16.1, 16.2; Glascock et al. 1998).

NAA has, until recently, been the most widely used 

analytical technique for sourcing Alaskan obsidian arti-

facts. Because of its destructive nature, previous research-

ers have been hesitant, for good reason, to subject formal 

tools to such analyses. Consequently, most previous stud-

ies have been based primarily on the analysis of debitage 

and thus have limited analytical and interpretive value. 

The nondestructive nature of XRF and the minimally in-

vasive nature of LA- ICP- MS have allowed contributors to 

the AAOD to focus on the analysis of a wide array of arti-

facts, from formal tools to debitage, covering a large spec-

trum of size distributions and artifact classes. Portable- 

XRF (PXRF) spectrometers can be effi  ciently transported 

to curation facilities to analyze large numbers of artifacts 

in a relatively brief period of time (upwards of 50– 100 

samples per day). A key benefi t of PXRF is that, by bring-

ing the instrument to the artifact, it is possible to analyze 

all samples, nondestructively, from a given site or group of 

are being incorporated into the AAOD, including the 

work of Cook (1995) and Glascock, Cook et al. (2004). At 

least 960 sites in Alaska alone are known to contain ob-

sidian, meaning that we have sampled less than 40 of 

these sites.

In addition to chemical data, artifact attributes re-

corded in the AAOD include weight, maximum dimen-

sion, artifact/tool type designation, presence of cortex, 

and completeness of the specimen. These attributes are 

designed to be applicable to a variety of research problems 

and to permit easy access to researchers who wish to con-

tribute new information to the database.

In all cases, NAA was performed at MURR. Many of 

the earlier XRF analyses (e.g., Cook 1995) were conducted 

at the Advanced Instrumentation Lab at the Department 

of Geology and Geophysics, University of Alaska, Fair-

banks. More recent analyses using XRF and LA- ICP- MS 

were conducted at MURR and at the Smithsonian’s Mu-

seum Conservation Institute (Speakman 2007). Detailed 

discussions of these analytical methods can be found in 

Cecil et  al. (2007), Glascock and Neff  (2003), Glascock 

et al. (1998, 2007), Speakman and Neff  (2005), and Speak-

man et al. (2007).

NAA is a destructive analytical technique, whereas XRF 

and LA- ICP- MS are nondestructive or less damaging to 

artifacts. However, NAA has a higher degree of analytical 

precision for a wider range of elements and has continued 

to be used on all geological source samples. We have used 

Figure 16.1. Plot of zirconium 

and strontium concentrations 

for obsidian artifacts analyzed by 

portable- XRF. Ellipses represent 

the 95 confi dence interval for 

group membership. Unassigned 

specimens are not plotted. Zirco-

nium and strontium are particu-

larly useful elements for discrimi-

nating sources because these large 

ions are incompatible with crys-

tallizing solids; as magmas evolve, 

the concentrations of incompat-

ible elements are diff erent for each 

source.
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1995; Fladmark 1985) in British Columbia and the Airdrop 

Lake/Hoodoo Mountain source in the Yukon (Group M). 

Batza Téna is located in the middle Koyukuk River drain-

age in northern interior Alaska (Groups B and B�:  Clark 

and McFadyen Clark 1993; Cook 1995; Kunz et al. 2001; 

Patton and Miller 1970). Wiki Peak (Group A) is located 

in the Nutzotin Mountains, an eastern subrange of the 

Alaska Range. Okmok Caldera (Group I) is located on 

the northeastern end of Umnak Island in the Aleutians 

in southwestern Alaska. Suemez Island (Group Z) is lo-

cated in the Alexander Archipelago in southeast Alaska, 

just west of Prince of Wales Island (Erlandson et al. 1992; 

Moss and Erlandson 2001).

For the purpose of this chapter, we selected artifacts 

from components of the northern and interior regions of 

eastern Beringian sites that are reported in the literature 

as representing terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene 

occupations (fi gure 16.3). We have included sites in the 

AAOD that are within the timeframe 14,000– 8800 cal BP 

(12,000– 8000 C BP). Collection accessibility was an im-

portant factor in the sites we considered in this study, and 

we do not claim to have covered the entire range of sites 

from this time period exhaustively. Several of the sites 

have secure dates (e.g., Broken Mammoth, Dry Creek, 

Gerstle River, Healy Lake, Mesa Site, Moose Creek, Swan 

Point, Walker Road), but for other sites the dates are less 

secure. Age assignments were based on radiocarbon dat-

ing as well as typological comparisons with assemblages 

sites without having to go through what is oft en a cumber-

some process of obtaining permission to remove the arti-

facts from the curation facility to a laboratory for analysis.

Obsidian Groups and Sources in Eastern Beringia

In the entire AAOD, thirty- two obsidian groups have 

been defi ned based on diff erences in the geochemical 

compositions of artifacts and geological source materials 

(table 16.1). We use the term source to indicate a geochem-

ical group that has also been identifi ed in a geological 

context (primary or secondary). We use the term group 

to refer to distinct clusters of geochemically similar obsid-

ian materials found in archaeological contexts but whose 

original geological physical location or locations are un-

known. Groups are given letters as a naming convention, 

following the work of Cook (1995) and Glascock, Cook 

et al. (2004). Cook’s (1995) obsidian group designations 

have been refi ned based on the work outlined here. Of the 

thirty- two obsidian groups thus far identifi ed, nine (28) 

have known geological source locations. However, only 

seven of the nine known sources were utilized by prehis-

toric populations as raw materials for making chipped 

stone tools. One of these is the Mount Kankaren/Krasnoe 

Lake (Group S) source, located along the Anadyr’ River 

on the Chukotka Peninsula, Russia. It has been found in 

late Holocene archaeological contexts in Alaska. Two rele-

vant sources in Canada are Mount Edziza (Group E:  Cook 

Figure 16.2. Plot of principal 

components 1 and 2 based on 

variance- covariance matrix of the 

415-specimen LA- ICP- MS obsid-

ian dataset. Ellipses represent the 

95 confi dence interval for group 

membership. Unassigned speci-

mens are not plotted. The statis-

tical routines used to interpret 

 LA- ICP- MS data generated for this 

project are described extensively 

in Neff  (1994, 2001) and Glascock 

(1992; Glascock, Neff  et al. 2004).
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274 Reuther, Slobodina, Rasic, Cook, and Speakman

varieties identifi ed. Group H was found in two compo-

nents (11), and Groups A�, K, and P were identifi ed in 

one (6 each) component each.

Distribution of Obsidian in Assemblages

14,000– 13,000 cal BP

Swan Point cultural zone (CZ) 4, Broken Mammoth CZ 4, 

Walker Road component 1, and Moose Creek component 1 

are the earliest well- dated components of interior eastern 

from independently dated sites. A total of 139 artifacts 

from eighteen archaeological components and fi ft een sites 

are included in this analysis (table 16.2).

Batza Téna obsidian is the most geographically wide-

spread source in the terminal Pleistocene and early Holo-

cene archaeological assemblages, and Wiki Peak is the 

second most widespread. Wiki Peak obsidian was docu-

mented in ten of eighteen (56) components, and Batza 

Téna was identifi ed in eight (44) components. Groups 

A�, H, K, and P and three samples from two distinct but 

“unknown” sources represent the remaining obsidian 

Table 16.1. Obsidian Sources and Groups Identifi ed in Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene Eastern Beringia

Groups Source Name  

Earliest Use 

(cal BP)  

Longest Distance 

from Source 

during LP/EH (km) 

Longest Distance 

from Source (km)

A Wiki Peak 13,300 465 480

A� – 13,180 – –

B Batza Téna 13,300 500 930

C Letter not used by Cook

D – 8750 – –

E Mount Edziza 11,600 260 1,200

F – 5040 – –

G – 5750 – –

H – 13,940 – –

I Okmok Caldera 9000 70 970

J – 3250 – –

K – 11,100 – –

L – undetermined – –

M Airdrop Lake/Hoodoo Mountain 3250 – 460

N – 6660 – –

O Source sample not yet found in archaeological context

P – 11,070 – –

Q Source sample not yet found in archaeological context

R – undetermined – –

S Mount Kankaren/Krasnoe Lake, Chukotka 2700 – 1,150

T – 930 – –

U – undetermined – –

V – undetermined – –

W – 730 – –

X – undetermined – –

Y – undetermined – –

Z Suemez Island 11,600 260 260

AA – 930 – –

AB – undetermined – –

AC – undetermined – –

AD – undetermined – –

AE  –  5040  –  –

Italics indicates sources and groups found in archaeological contexts.
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 Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene Archaeological Obsidian Source Studies 275

middle Tanana Valley (fi gures 16.4– 16.6), but Group H 

obsidian is primarily limited to sites north of the Alaska 

Range within the middle Tanana Valley and does not ap-

pear to have been utilized by early occupants of the Ne-

nana Valley (fi gure 16.6).

During this period, a unique assemblage with an un-

usually high ratio of usable stone tools to debitage was de-

posited at the Nogahabara I site in western interior Alaska 

(Odess and Rasic 2007). The assemblage contains 269 

fl aked stone tools, 267 of which are obsidian. Only eight 

have been geochemically characterized, but they all de-

rive from the Batza Téna source approximately 140 km 

to the west (Odess and Rasic 2007). Batza Téna obsid-

ian is also found as far northwest as the Tuluaq Hill site 

(13,000 cal BP), approximately 450 km from the source, 

in the Noatak River drainage, northwestern Alaska (Rasic 

and Gal 2000). One sample from Tuluaq Hill has a unique 

geochemical signature that could not be assigned to any 

known group.

Beringia containing obsidian. The earliest use of obsidian 

in Alaska is in CZ 4 at Swan Point, dated to around 14,000 

cal BP. Occupants utilized Group H obsidian (Speakman 

et al. 2007). At Broken Mammoth, occupants of the ear-

liest component (CZ 4), dated to around 13,400 cal BP, 

used Wiki Peak obsidian. Wiki Peak obsidian also was 

recovered from component 1 at Walker Road, dating to 

13,080– 13,190 cal BP, along with Group A� (sometimes al-

ternatively referred to as the “Ringling group”) obsidian 

(Goebel et al. 2008). Batza Téna and Wiki Peak obsidian 

also was used by the earliest occupants of Moose Creek 

(component 1), dated to about 13,060– 13,180 cal BP.

Between roughly 14,000 and 13,000 cal BP, Batza Téna 

obsidian was acquired from distances up to 400 km from 

the source (fi gure 16.4). Wiki Peak obsidian was ac-

quired from nearly 460 km from the source. The dis-

tribution of Group A� is centralized to one site, Walker 

Road (fi gure 16.5). The distributions of Batza Téna, Wiki 

Peak, and Groups H and K obsidians overlap within the 

Figure 16.3. Eastern Beringian obsidian sources and late Pleistocene/early Holocene sites discussed in the text.
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276 Reuther, Slobodina, Rasic, Cook, and Speakman

obsidian, the earliest use at this site. The Mesa site, located 

in the northern foothills of the Brooks Range, could date 

earlier than this period, but the majority of the dates from 

the site average 11,600– 11,300 cal BP (Kunz et al. 2003). 

Small pressure fl akes of Batza Téna obsidian were found 

here, approximately 200 km north of the source.

In the Yukon, at the Little John site, Wiki Peak and one 

13,000– 11,600 cal BP

Only three northern and interior Alaskan assemblages 

that contain obsidian and date to the period 13,000– 

11,600 cal BP are included in this analysis. In the middle 

Tanana Valley, Swan Point CZ 3 dates to about 11,600– 

11,300 cal BP and contains artifacts made of Batza Téna 

Table 16.2. Terminal Pleistocene/Early Holocene Components with Obsidian Samples Included in the AAOD

Site/Component  

Approx. Estimated 

Average cal BP 

(C BP) Age  

Number of 

Obsidian 

Artifacts 

Analyzed  

Obsidian 

Sources/Groups 

Identifi ed (Distance 

from Source, km)  

Artifact Types 

Analyzed  References

Swan Point, CZ 4 13,960–13,780 (12,003 ± 22)* 3 Group H microblades Holmes et al. 1996; 

Holmes 2004

Broken Mammoth, CZ 4 13,420–13,200 (11,443 ± 60)* 19 Wiki Peak (360) debitage Holmes 1996

Walker Road, component 1 13,260–12,940 (11,220 ± 92)* 2 Wiki Peak (460), 

Group A�

debitage Goebel et al. 1996

Moose Creek, component 1 13,210–12,960 (11,190 ± 60)* 2 Batza Téna (315), 

Wiki Peak (465)

debitage Pearson 1999

Tuluaq Hill 13,110–12,970 (ca. 11,150) 14 Batza Téna (450), 

Unknown Group

debitage Rasic and Gal 2000

Nogahabara I 13,760–12,800 (11,815–10,780) 8 Batza Téna (140) fl ake tools Odess and Rasic 2007

Little John site (KdVo-6), 

Nenana complex 

component

>11,600–11,340 (>10,000) 10 Wiki Peak (80), 

Unknown Group

blade, fl ake tools, 

debitage

Easton et al., this 

volume

Swan Point, CZ 3 11,960–11,400 (10079 ± 42)* 2 Batza Téna (420) microblades, debitage Holmes et al. 1996

Mesa site, Mesa complex 

component

11,600–11,340 (ca. 10,000) 6 Batza Téna (290) debitage Kunz et al. 2003

Healy Lake Village, 

Chindadn levels (6–10)

11,190–11,140 (ca. 9700) 7 Group H, Batza Téna 

(500), Wiki Peak 

(290)

debitage Cook 1996

Dry Creek, component 2 11,190–10,800 (9657 ± 31)* 47 Group K, Batza Téna 

(330)

microblades, core 

tablet, burin spall, 

point base, biface 

fragment, debitage

Powers et al. 1983; 

Bigelow and Powers 

1994

Little John site (KdVo-6), 

Denali complex 

component

11,070–10,740 (ca. 9550) 10 Wiki Peak (80), 

Group P, 

Unknown Source

debitage Easton et al., this 

volume

Chugwater, component 1 10,750–10,670 (>9460) 1 Wiki Peak (430) Chindadn point Lively 1996

Gerstle River, component 3 10,160–9910 (8882 ± 17)* 1 Wiki Peak (260) debitage Potter 2005

Delta River Overlook 9530–9490 (ca. 8500) 1 Wiki Peak (300) debitage Bacon and Holmes 

1980; Holmes 2001

Onion Portage, Kobuk level 9260–8790 (8200–8000) 2 Batza Téna (230) scraper Anderson 1988

Gerstle River, component 5 9280–9010 (8174 ± 55)* 1 Wiki Peak (260) debitage Potter 2005

RBS Site 9090–9020 (8130) 3 Batza Téna (350) microblade, projectile 

point

Esdale and Rasic 2003

  Total  139       

*Averages from Potter (2008).
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 Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene Archaeological Obsidian Source Studies 277

(Chindadn levels), Chugwater component 1, and the De-

nali component at the Little John site. The Dry Creek site 

is situated along a glacial outwash terrace within the Ne-

nana River valley in the north- central foothills of the 

Alaska Range (Powers et al. 1983). The average age for Dry 

Creek component 2 is 11,170– 10,890 cal BP (Potter 2008), 

and this site contains the largest sample of obsidian arti-

facts from a single component included in this analysis. 

Dry Creek component 2 occupants used two varieties of 

obsidian, Batza Téna and Group K. Although Cook (1995) 

had reported artifacts of Wiki Peak (Group A) obsidian 

in component 2, provenience information contained in 

the collection documentation at the University of Alaska 

unassigned obsidian artifact were found in the lowest, 

yet undated component, which has artifacts stylistically 

similar to the Nenana/Chindadn complex (Easton et al., 

this volume). However, an overlying date of about 11,070– 

10,740 cal BP on the Denali complex component at this 

site provides a minimum age for the underlying Nenana 

component. The single unassigned obsidian artifact has 

yet to be recognized in any other assemblage, regardless 

of age, in Alaska, Yukon Territory, or British Columbia.

11,600– 10,200 cal BP

Four assemblages in our sample date between 11,600 and 

10,200 cal BP:  Dry Creek component 2, Healy Lake Village 

Figure 16.4. Distribution of Batza 

Téna and Wiki Peak obsidians.
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278 Reuther, Slobodina, Rasic, Cook, and Speakman

sites near Healy Lake continued to use a diverse array of 

obsidian groups, including material from Mount Edziza, 

located nearly 1,000 km southwest of the area (Cook 

1995). Healy Lake’s centralized setting adjacent to a large 

lake in a broad lowland east- west trending valley and its 

access to upland trade routes made it a prime location 

for exchange of goods from many parts of Alaska. Com-

ponent 1 at the Chugwater site, situated on Moose Creek 

Bluff  in the middle Tanana River valley, is inferred to date 

within this time period, and possibly earlier, based on a 

date of 10,670– 10,750 cal BP from an overlying compo-

nent and similarities with artifacts from other Nenana 

Museum indicates that those samples were recovered 

from the more recent component 4. We further discuss 

the procurement and use of obsidian below.

The earliest component or components at the Healy 

Lake Village site (levels 6– 10), located within the upper 

Tanana River valley, have an average age of 11,140– 11,200 

cal BP (Cook 1996), although combining these levels may 

eff ectively lump multiple occupations and components 

spanning 13,000– 10,200 C BP (Erlandson et  al. 1991). 

The early occupation(s) at the Healy Lake Village site 

obtained obsidian from several sources, including Batza 

Téna, Wiki Peak, and Group H. Later in the Holocene, 

Figure 16.5. Distribution 

of Group A� and Group H 

obsidians.
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component at the Little John site would be its earliest 

documented usage in eastern Beringia. Group P is preva-

lent later in the Holocene, but at Little John it appears in 

the 10,900 cal BP Denali component (Easton et al., this 

volume). This sole appearance of Group P at the Little 

John site for archaeological assemblages dating earlier 

than 7000 cal BP age pushes the age of the earliest use of 

this group back by nearly 4,000 years and may refl ect the 

low sample size for terminal Pleistocene and early Holo-

cene sites with obsidian that has been analyzed at this 

early stage of research. Group P becomes one of the most 

widely distributed obsidians in the later Holocene (fi g-

ure 16.6).

and Chindadn assemblages (Lively 1996). A Chindadn 

point from this component at Chugwater was made from 

Wiki Peak obsidian.

The Denali component at the Little John site dates to 

about 10,740– 11,070 cal BP (Easton et al., this volume). 

The occupants of this period obtained Wiki Peak and 

Group P obsidians as well as obsidian from an unknown 

source that is geochemically similar to the Airdrop Lake/

Hoodoo Mountain source materials; pending additional 

analyses, we are reluctant to assign this material to this 

obsidian source. If an assignment to the Airdrop Lake/

Hoodoo Mountain source is confi rmed in future anal-

yses, the presence of this obsidian group in the Denali 

Figure 16.6. Distribution of 

Group K and Group P obsidians.
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(Ackerman 1996; Davis 1989; Dixon 2001). Future anal-

ysis of obsidian artifacts form the Denali component at 

the Little John site may substantiate the use of the Airdrop 

Lake/Hoodoo Mountain site in interior eastern Beringia 

as early as 10,990 cal BP.

Sourcing Analyses and Lithic Technological 

Variability:  The Case of Obsidian Procurement and 

Use at the Dry Creek and Laraine’s Lookout Sites

We believe one of the next stages of eastern Beringian ar-

chaeological obsidian- sourcing analysis should focus on 

variables relating to lithic raw materials that may explain 

inter- and intrasite lithic assemblage variation in the re-

gion. Raw material characteristics such as abundance, 

quality, shape, and size of material available in a region 

limit how a given resource is used within technological 

systems that people choose to employ at any given time. 

Multiple types of obsidian of similar quality may have 

been used by occupants of a site in the employment of 

what some researchers have viewed as diff erent weaponry 

strategies, such as bifacial projectiles points versus osse-

ous bone spears or points inset with microblades (Dixon 

1999; Hoff ecker and Elias 2007). Such is the case for Batza 

Téna and Group K obsidians in component 2 of the Dry 

Creek site and at Laraine’s Lookout. A total of 47 obsidian 

artifacts from this component have been analyzed. Thus 

far, ten samples from Batza Téna obsidian (335 km north-

west) have been identifi ed in Dry Creek component 2, in-

cluding two biface fragments and debitage. A total of 37 

artifacts from Group K were identifi ed, including three 

microblade fragments, a microblade core tablet, a burin 

spall, and debitage. Group K obsidian was fi rst identifi ed 

at the site by Cook (1995), and the geological source has 

yet to be discovered for this group. The archaeological 

distribution is primarily concentrated around the Healy 

area in central interior Alaska. Group K obsidian has no 

distinct visual characteristics (relative to Batza Téna ob-

sidian) and appears similar in structure and knapping 

quality.

Fourteen artifact clusters (A– N) were identifi ed in 

component 2 that refl ect multiple activity areas, involv-

ing microblade inset weaponry manufacture and main-

tenance, bifacial projectile point production, and hide 

working and butchering (Powers and Hoff ecker 1989; 

Powers et al. 1983). Obsidian artifacts are associated with 

nearly half of the clusters (Powers et al. 1983). Batza Téna 

obsidian is associated with two adjacent clusters that are 

interpreted as a microblade manufacturing area (clus-

ter C) and a bifacial tool production and maintenance 

and butchering area (cluster D). Group K obsidian is 

associated with activity areas that include microblade 

10,200– 8780 cal BP

Five components from four sites in interior and north-

ern Alaska date between 10,200 and 8780 cal BP. In the 

middle Tanana Valley, these are Gerstle River component 

3 (ca. 9910– 10,150 cal BP) and component 5 (ca. 9030– 

9230 cal BP; Potter 2005) and the lowest component at 

the Delta River Overlook site (ca. 9500 cal BP; Bacon and 

Holmes 1980). These three components contained Wiki 

Peak obsidian from more than 250 km southeast of the 

sites.

The other two components are from northern Alaska:  

Onion Portage and Richard’s Blade Site (RBS). The ear-

liest assemblage containing obsidian at Onion Portage is 

the Kobuk component, suggested by Anderson (1988: 48) 

to date between 9260 and 8780 cal BP. Three of the 111 ar-

tifacts recovered from the Kobuk levels were made of ob-

sidian, representing 2.7 of the assemblage. Two of the 

three obsidian artifacts—a scraper and fl ake tool—were 

sourced to Batza Téna, approximately 230 km southeast. 

RBS is a single- component microblade production site 

dating to approximately 9000– 8780 cal BP in the western 

Brooks Range (Esdale and Rasic 2003). At least 70 of the 

more than 6,000 artifacts recovered from RBS were com-

posed of obsidian; the majority of the obsidian artifacts 

were microblades. Three obsidian artifacts, including a 

microblade and lanceolate projectile point, were sourced 

to Batza Téna, approximately 350 km southeast.

To summarize, as noted in earlier obsidian source stud-

ies, Batza Téna and Wiki Peak obsidians were widely uti-

lized by the earliest populations of the northern and inte-

rior regions of eastern Beringia; both became increasingly 

used and more widely distributed throughout the Holo-

cene (fi gure 16.4; Cook 1995; Glascock, Cook et al. 2004; 

Speakman 2007). Five minor groups (A�, H, K, and P) as 

well as at least two additional unknown sources were ex-

ploited early on, with the major uses of groups H and K 

apparently dating before 10,200 cal BP. Although no pri-

mary or secondary geological source deposits have been 

found for groups H and K, their distributions overlap, and 

obsidian assigned to these groups is confi ned to interior 

Alaska, with the majority of the sites located in the north-

ern Alaska Range.

Other sources such as Mount Edziza and the Airdrop 

Lake/Hoodoo Mountain sources are not distributed as 

far north as interior Alaska aft er 8800 cal BP (possibly 

as late as 5600 cal BP). Although exploitation of the 

Mount Edziza source occurs as early as 11,600 cal BP, its 

presence in eastern Beringia appears to have been rele-

gated to southeast Alaskan coastal sites, such as Hidden 

Falls, Ground Hog Bay Site 2, and On Your Knees Cave 
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The average size dimensions and weights generally 

show smaller measurements from the two sites and within 

the overall AAOD dataset for Group K obsidian artifacts 

as compared to those made of Batza Téna obsidian and 

suggest that the package size of available raw materials 

may have been an important factor in the decision to uti-

lize two similar- quality obsidians diff erentially. However, 

the more important factor may be the shape of the avail-

able raw materials.

Currently, we do not know the exact characteristics 

of Group K obsidian raw material packages available to 

prehistoric lithic toolmakers, but the smaller average size 

dimensions and weights indicate smaller package sizes. 

If Group K package sizes were smaller and more locally 

available, the choice to utilize this material in a weaponry 

system that emphasizes smaller artifacts used in combi-

nation with other materials, such as bone or antler, in an 

inset technology would make sense from the perspective 

of material conservation. The effi  ciency of microblade 

technologies as maximizing the utility of raw material is 

up for debate; its effi  cient use of raw material may be situ-

ational. In some instances it may be viewed as conserv-

ing raw materials (Dixon 1999: 161), whereas others argue 

that it can be a relatively wasteful process (Esdale and 

Rasic 2003). Within a technological system that employed 

two types of armatures, curation and conservation of raw 

materials that allowed for the manufacture and mainte-

nance of potentially larger single- component weaponry, 

such as bifacial chipped stone projectile points, while 

using smaller nodules for the production of standardized 

microliths for insetting in composite armatures would be 

advantageous for effi  cient use of raw materials of diff er-

ing package sizes and shapes and abundances, both local 

and nonlocal.

Summary and Discussion

Although the number of archaeological components in 

this study sample is relatively small, and chronological 

control is not always precise, there are provocative pat-

terns that shed light on not only the procurement and 

use of obsidian by the late Pleistocene and early Holocene 

inhabitants of eastern Beringia but also the use of other 

lithic raw materials, the process of landscape learning, 

and the development of exchange networks.

One pattern that stands out among the assemblages ex-

amined in this study is the early use of multiple varieties 

of obsidian. The earliest dated archaeological component 

known in eastern Beringia, Swan Point CZ 4, contains ob-

sidian, and within the earliest millennium of demonstrated 

occupation (14,000– 13,000 cal BP) there are at least fi ve 

archaeological components that contain fi ve obsidian 

manufacturing and spear maintenance (clusters B and G) 

and bifacial tool production/maintenance and butcher-

ing (clusters D and I). Both obsidian groups are associ-

ated with clusters that represent multiple types of activi-

ties. However, analysis of a sample of formal artifact types 

(noted above) from component 2 suggests that Batza Téna 

obsidian was used more for biface tool manufacture, with 

Group K obsidian used more for microblade production. 

This pattern occurs regardless of the interpretations of ac-

tivities at specifi c clusters (Powers et al. 1983) and may in-

dicate that the microblade and bifacial tool production 

and maintenance activity areas overlap spatially.

A similar pattern of diff erential obsidian group usage 

appears at the undated Laraine’s Lookout site (Derry 

1977). Five obsidian artifacts from this site were ana-

lyzed, with three sourced to Batza Téna and two assigned 

to Group K. Artifact types made from Batza Téna obsid-

ian include two projectile points and one modifi ed fl ake, 

whereas microblade fragments are the sole artifact type 

made on Group K obsidian at this site. The fact that two 

varieties of obsidian of similar quality are exploited for dif-

ferent technological strategies by the occupations at these 

two sites leads us to ask questions about these choices.

Artifact size and weight may help to shed light on fac-

tors that lead to such decisions. The average maximum 

size dimension for artifacts made of Batza Téna obsidian 

at Dry Creek is 18.9 mm with a range of 36.9– 4.8 mm, 

whereas average maximum dimension of Group K obsid-

ian artifacts is 15.7 mm with a range of 45.3– 10.6 mm. At 

Laraine’s Lookout the average maximum dimension for 

Batza Téna artifacts is 28.4 mm with a range of 30.0– 26.5 

mm, whereas the two Group K artifact maximum dimen-

sions are 12.2 mm and 13.0 mm. The average weights of 

artifacts made of Batza Téna obsidian at the Dry Creek 

site and Laraine’s Lookout are 3.38 g and 4.10 g, respec-

tively. The average weight of artifacts made of Group K 

obsidian for the two sites is 1.03 g at the Dry creek site and 

0.23 g at Laraine’s Lookout. In sum, artifacts made from 

Group K obsidian are smaller than artifacts made from 

Batza Téna obsidian at these two sites.

At Dry Creek, cortex is not present on any of the arti-

facts made from Batza Téna obsidian. Cortex is present on 

fi ve Dry Creek Group K artifacts that fall into the upper 

range of this group’s maximum size dimensions, support-

ing the idea that Group K obsidian was derived from a 

more local raw material source from the Healy area, likely 

originating in the central Alaska Range and incorporated 

into glaciofl uvial terrace gravels throughout the Nenana 

River region. Average size dimensions and weights de-

rived from the entire dataset of the AAOD are 24.0 mm 

and 8.41 g for Batza Téna and 15.92 mm and 0.65 g for 

Group K.
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having high degrees of logistical and residential mobility 

(Goebel 1999; Potter 2005). These distances from sources 

may be close to mobility range estimates for early Paleo-

american hunter- gatherer populations in other parts of 

North America (Amick 1996; Kelly and Todd 1988). It is 

likely that, in the interior and northern regions of east-

ern Beringia, exchange networks developed during this 

period and long- distance direct procurement was short-

ened by trade. Previous obsidian sourcing research has 

provided suggestions that mainland and coastal trade 

networks were established by 11,600 cal BP in southeast 

Alaska and British Columbia (Dixon 2001). Coastal sites 

such as On Your Knees Cave, Ground Hog Bay 2, and Hid-

den Falls contain obsidian obtained from Mount Edziza, 

located nearly 300 km from the Pacifi c coast (Ackerman 

1996; Davis 1989; Dixon 2001; Lee 2001; Moss and Erland-

son 2001). The development of trade networks indicates 

that a suffi  ciently large population base was established to 

maintain long- distance relationships in eastern Beringia.

The distance from source to archaeological depo-

sition increased later in the Holocene (table 16.1). Aft er 

8800 cal BP, Batza Téna obsidian was recovered from 

sites over 900 km south of the source. Mount Edziza ob-

sidian was recovered from sites more than 1,000 km to 

the west, and Okmok obsidian was found over 970 km 

from the caldera. Interestingly, Wiki Peak distribution re-

mained at a similar distance from the source (480 km). 

The increased distribution of many of the obsidian groups 

may imply that exchange networks in Alaska and western 

Canada became increasingly sophisticated. Perhaps one 

group of people (or a relatively few groups of people) di-

rectly procured materials from the Batza Téna, Wiki Peak, 

and Mount Edziza sources and then distributed them 

throughout the region. The question of whether termi-

nal Pleistocene and early Holocene populations directly 

procured materials—as we typically assume with people 

who were highly mobile—or if exchange was the means 

to acquire materials from faraway sources remains open 

for future research. We expect that both direct procure-

ment and exchange were working interchangeably to ac-

quire materials, but we still do not know how much con-

tact and trade between groups occurred (Meltzer 1989).

For the purposes of this volume, we have asked how 

obsidian- sourcing studies can help us understand termi-

nal Pleistocene and early Holocene lithic technology in 

eastern Beringia. As we increasingly systematize our ob-

servations and pool research eff orts, emerging patterns 

such as the diff erential use of Group K and Batza Téna at 

Dry Creek and other sites can help explain variability in 

lithic technology. Raw material package size and shape cer-

tainly were important in decisions about whether to em-

ploy one technology over another (Andrefk sy 1994a; Kuhn 

groups. It is no surprise that among these early obsidian 

groups are the two sources that dominate archaeological 

obsidian through the entire prehistoric period in eastern 

Beringia, Batza Téna (Group B) and Wiki Peak (Group A). 

The Wiki Peak source area is not well known, but Batza 

Téna is an extensive source area with abundant outcrops 

and secondary sources of obsidian. It is likely that Batza 

Téna was highly visible to prehistoric foragers. In contrast, 

the three remaining early sources (A�, H, and an unknown 

source) were used only rarely and sporadically through the 

Holocene—at least in our study area—and have yet to be 

discovered by archaeologists or geologists. Thus, the ear-

liest known occupants of eastern Beringia appear to have 

developed a relatively extensive knowledge of local and 

distant lithic resources, contrary to assertions that the ear-

liest colonizers had little knowledge of high- quality, exotic 

lithic resources (Yesner and Pearson 2002: 151).

It is clear that the early inhabitants of eastern Berin-

gia quickly identifi ed most of the more visible (and larger) 

sources of obsidian in the region, as well as a considerable 

portion of those less visible. It can be assumed that they 

were rediscovering other varieties of fl akeable stone raw 

materials and other fi xed- location resources at the same 

rate. It seems that prehistoric stone tool users “mapped” 

on to lithic raw materials at least as fast as populations 

and settlement densities made these foragers visible in the 

archaeological record.

If Alaskan coastal sites such as Hidden Falls, On Your 

Knees Cave, and Anangula are included in our discus-

sion, then at least twelve diff erent geochemical varieties 

of obsidian were exploited by the terminal Pleistocene 

and early Holocene inhabitants of eastern Beringia. The 

high diversity of obsidian group usage indicates that these 

early populations had an intimate knowledge of the land-

scape and geological resources. In fact, the variety of ob-

sidian groups utilized increased later into the Holocene, 

and, if we assume that knowledge of resources across the 

landscape increased through time, this could account for 

this pattern. Interestingly, similar patterns of use of mul-

tiple, distant, high- quality obsidian resources are found 

in the terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene compo-

nents at the Ushki Lake sites, Kamchatka (Kuzmin et al. 

2008). However, obsidian from Chukotka and Kamchatka 

has yet to be identifi ed in terminal Pleistocene and early 

Holocene Alaskan assemblages (Cook 1995; Glascock 

et al. 2006; Speakman et al. 2005).

The distributions of Batza Téna and Wiki Peak obsid-

ians, nearly 460 km and 500 km from their sources, re-

spectively, indicate procurement or trading of obsidian 

over long distances in the terminal Pleistocene and early 

Holocene. Population densities in both western and east-

ern Beringia were relatively low and are characterized as 
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1995; Wilson 2007). In addition, several factors that may 

infl uence the way a technological strategy is organized—

such as raw material and artifact portability (Kuhn 1994), 

raw material accessibility and conservation (Andrefsky 

1994b; Kuhn 1991), and diff erential curation or roles of ar-

tifact types within a system (Binford 1979; Kelly 1988)—

may be analyzed as the dataset in the AAOD increases. If 

archaeologists are to move beyond obsidian studies that 

seek only to identify the rarest groups or document evi-

dence of long- distance trade to explore fundamental con-

ditioning factors of lithic assemblage variability, we must 

go beyond site- specifi c case studies and test the ideas and 

models presented within the chapters of this volume.
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however, many of these have yet to be incorporated into the 

AAOD. The contributions of these studies are briefl y discussed 

throughout this chapter.

 3. Letter designations presented in earlier studies do not corre-

spond to letter designations presented here.

 4. In the case of Cook (1995), the irradiation of samples took 

place at MURR. Aft er irradiation, the samples were shipped to 

Washington University, St. Louis, for analysis.

 5. Dates were calibrated using the Calib v5.0 soft ware (Stuiver 

and Reimer 1993) using the IntCa104 terrestrial calibration model 

(Reimer et al. 2004). Dates are reported as 2-sigma age ranges.

 6. All distances cited in this chapter are straight- line calcula-

tions from one point to another (i.e., from geological source to ar-

chaeological site).

Microlithization, edited by R. G. Elston and S. L. Kuhn, 

pp. 133– 162. Archeological Papers of the American Anthro-

pological Association 12, Arlington, Va.

Notes

 1. Multiple obsidian sources exist in British Columbia, but 

Mount Edziza is the only British Columbian source currently 

known to have archaeological distributions extending into Alaska. 

For our purposes, only Mount Edziza is of relevance, given our 

focus on terminal Pleistocene and early Holocene distributions.

 2. Important obsidian sourcing studies have been conducted 

on early Holocene assemblages from the coastal regions of Alaska 

and British Columbia (Ackerman 1996; Davis 1989; Lee 2001); 
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